
Horizon software:
Individual cow management
at your fingertips

Lely Astronaut customers are switching over to using the Horizon app. They 
can now manage many of the farm tasks on their phones without having to 
use computers. For example they can see which cows should be dried off or 
need special attention, access to allocated and routing tasks.                          
See page 3 for more information.

Bright farming is yours by choice.

Lely Center
Longtown
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The teamwork 
flow chart 
to success

Our team will work hand-in-hand with your 
team - your existing vet, nutritionist and 
consultants to help you to optimise your new 

system. We’ll also draw on the huge wealth of 
knowledge within the global Lely network to 
provide the best possible advice.

If you decide to swap your parlour for automated milking, then we’ll be there to help you throughout  
the process - from our initial conversation, right through to designing the building, installing the robots  
and supporting you once they are up and running. 
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Sales advisors 
David Henderson, Rob Cockroft, Susanna 
Nicholson and Andrew Simpson will 
work with you to understand your needs 
and how robots could fit in to your 
system to fulfil your requirements.

Design 
Mark Armstrong will adapt your ideas,
your needs and requirements to 
concept. He’ll support you until the 
robots are up and running.

Project co-ordination 
Rick Oldfield will work closely with 
your planners and architects together 
with your chosen trades - builders, 
electricians, plumbers and internet 
providers.

Service support 
Our service manager Jon Foster leads 
a 13-strong team and has fully trained 
engineers available 24/7 for your peace  
of mind.

Farm Management Support 
Kevin Stringfellow will support you 
during the transition to automated 
milking and will continuously review 
and optimise your set-up to ensure 
your present and future aims are met.

We’re with you every step of the way
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The Lely A5 is designed for longevity and reliability. Apart 
from more efficient use of time, the Lely A5 will help you 
to achieve improved cow health, welfare and reproduction 
together with increased milk yield.

The Lely A5 is built to achieve significant lower costs 
per litre of milk produced thanks to its state-of-the-
art technology and unique hybrid robot arm which uses 
electric – from 0.126kWh per milking per robot, and the 
power of air without any air consumption. The robot will 
also help you to reduce carbon emissions.

The majority of Lely Longtown Astronaut customers 
have already migrated to our new Horizon software 
programme which allows them to manage their herd 
on multiple devices. The Horizon features they most 
value are cow index - ranking cows, allocating tasks 
and sending reminders to the team, remote access  
to more herd data, and forecasting both yield  
and margin. 
 
If you have Lely milking robots and have yet to 
migrate to Horizon, then you’re missing out.  
Please call our Longtown office to find out how. 

Power consumption: from 0.126kWh per milking per robot 
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Lely Astronaut A5
Start exploring with your local milking experts, Lely Center Longtown.  Milking automation introduces a new routine 
on your farm, providing greater flexibility, more efficiency and a better work-life balance.

“Introducing automated milking was 
definitely one of the best investments 

on the family’s dairy unit." 

Mitch Foreman, farming in partnership with his parents Chris and 

Christine, Driffield, East Yorkshire: 150 cow commercial herd

Proudly developed with our customers

Foreman family herd performance: parlour vs robots   

Herringbone 
Three Lely 

robots

Cow numbers 120 150

Milkings per day 2 3.1

Yield (litres per lactation) 9,000 11,250

SCC 150 120

Bactoscan 12 6

Source: Foreman/Lely
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Step up your herd’s efficiency with the Vector which 
ensures frequent, precision feeding. The Lely Vector will 
make significant fixed cost savings for you - time spent 
daily mixing the ration and feeding out. You will no longer 
need a mixer wagon, the tractor will be freed up, you will 
save fuel and also reduce the unit’s carbon emissions.

You can define the exact ingredients to mix and feed out to 
different groups of animals, whilst the robot is programmed 
to measure feed height to determine when the ration needs to 
be supplemented so there is never too much or too little feed 
at the feed fence. In turn, the cows become more active and 
visit the milking robot more often resulting in increased yield.

Feeding system: 1 kitchen, max 2 mixing tubs per kitchen, crane, grabber 

Max number of feed rations: up to 16; average is 4-6

Time to fill the kitchen : 1-2 hours every 3 days

Lely Vector
The Vector system accurately measures the feed ingredients, loads the tub, mixes, delivers, distributes individually 
programmed rations to the feed fences of different groups of animals and also pushes feed when necessary. 

Automated feeding is ready for you

Power consumption: 0.2kWh per cow per day 

“Within months of swapping a tractor drawn mixer 
wagon for a Vector automatic feeding system, the 

robot was cutting fixed costs four-fold and on track 
to pay for itself well within three years.” 

David Cargill farming in partnership with his father Stephen,  

Antrim, NI 150 cow pedigree Hollybank Holstein herd 
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Lely Vector

Power consumption: 1kWh per day 

Lely Juno
Pushing feed yourself is now a thing of the past. With the help of the Lely Juno, you can increase the feed pushing 
frequency and reduce your labour and energy costs.

Increasing feed intake has never been easier

Technical specifications
Diameter 110cm

Height 110 - 155cm

Weight 620kg

Height of the push blade 63 - 67cm

Drive electric motor speed 12 m/min

Batteries 12 V/55 Ah

Maximum slope 15% (8.5°)

Minimum width – feed alley 1.25 m + width of feed

Driving time without charging 1 hour

“It’s a no brainer, the Juno is
a relatively simple piece of kit that is cost 

effective to buy and we reckon that the extra 
yield will cover its cost within 18 months.”

Ben and Fiona Rab, Wigginton, North Yorkshire 
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• Collects slurry on solid passageways
• Dumps slurry as it travels over slatted areas
• Can collect up to 360 litres of slurry before it needs 

 to dump

• Travel speed 6 to 12 m/min
• Average power consumption: 3kWh per day
• Capacity is calculated after site visit
• Managed and controlled with a Lely phone app 

Lely Discovery 
Collector
Scraping out is a routine of the past with the Discovery 120 Collector programmed to independently navigate its route 
using built in sensors. Instead of pushing the slurry forward, it uses a vacuum pump to suck it in to its tank which once 
almost full, drives to dump it either through slats or a dump station. The robot sprays water from the front making for 
better intake and from the rear, for better grip.

The revolutionary manure robot for solid floors

Power consumption: 3kWh per day 

“Four months on after swapping our rope  
and hydraulic track scrapers for four Discovery  

120 Collectors and they’re pieces of kit  
I wouldn’t want to be without.”

Fraser Nicholson, Dumfries: 420 cow herd
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Power consumption: 2.16kWh per day 

“We swapped twice a day tractor scraping a 200-cow  
cubicle shed for the Discovery which scrapes every two hours 
and is managed from my phone App. Investing in innovation 
is reaping rewards; it’s not only saving labour and time but 

also improving cow health and welfare.” 
Billy Halliday, Lockerbie, Dumfries and Galloway: 450 cow pedigree Holstein herd

The Lely Discovery 90 keeps your barn floor clean 24/7. 
Many farmers choose to set cleaning times around the feeding 
routine. This helps to ensure cows are not disturbed by the 
passage of the robot. This fully automated manure robot 
reaches every single part of your barn, improving hygiene as 
it does so. The curved ring at the front prevents the machine 
from becoming blocked while ensuring proper routing around 
walls. The compact design allows the Discovery 90 to drive 
under any separation gates to clean a larger part of the barn.

The Discovery 90 SW model is equipped with a water nozzle 
to improve the results of barn floor cleaning.

Lely Discovery 
90S/SW
The manure robot operates without chains, cables or sensors below or inside your floor.  
The built-in ultrasound sensor ensures that the Discovery 90 follows walls and fences at a pre-determined distance.  
A built in gyroscope enables the Discovery 90 to keep track of its position at all times.

Automatic barn cleaners for slatted floors

• Scrapes slurry on slatted passageways
• Travel speed: 10.8 to 18 m/min
• Average power consumption: 2.16kWh per day with 

ratio of 40% driving and 60% charging
• Capacity is calculated after site visit
• Managed and controlled with a Lely phone app
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Clitheroe 

Longtown 
Dumfries

Leeming Bar

Longtown Lely Center
Unit 3C Longtown Industrial Estate
CA6 5TJ, Longtown
01228 792735
info@lon.lelycenter.com
lely.com/gb/centers/longtown

Opening Hours
Monday – Friday 08.00 – 16:30
24/7 On-Call Service

Follow us on Social Media
@LelyCenterLongtown
@LelyCenterLongtown
@LelyCenterLongtown

Lely Center Longtown 

We look forward to 

meeting and working 

with you in 2023,

in the meantime 

our very best  

seasonal wishes!

Young Farmers open evening,  Eccles family farm, Lancashire

Beef Expo

Great Yorkshire Show

Dumfries & Lockerbie Show

UK Borderway Dairy Expo

Service Technicians Training

Dairy-Tech

Cumberland Show

Stranraer Show

Myerscough College talk 
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